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WPA, which was also laying out a municipal golf course and
building a better high school; Babbitt, his real-estate business
shot to hell, no longer orated at lunch; Elmer Gantry found
tie revival racket stale and unprofitable; Dodsworth ban-
ished thoughts of castles on the Rhine, and his womenfolk
their urge to get presented at Court; the man who "knew
Coolidge" had almost forgotten that quaint fact. Ann Vick-
ers, the driving social worker, now took Sinclair Lewis's
spotlight, while in the background loomed the shape of a
demagogue rehearsing for a fascism that might "happen
here/' The Bible Belt seemed less absurd as a haven of funda-
mentalism, more challenging as a plague spot of race preju-
dice, poor schools and hospitals, sharecropping and wasted
resources* Not even Boston's Watch and Ward Society or
Manhattan's Society for the Suppression of Vice looked quite
so formidable after Judge John M. Woolsey in December,
1933, struck the shackles of censorship off James Joyce's
Ulysses and made way for greater candor in the printed word.
All in all, literary folk discovered closer affinity with the
Muckrakers of the century's early years than with the de-
bunkers of the 1920's whose behavioristic psychology had
tended to return man to his animal origins and laugh at his
consequent discomfiture*
Some young writers, who had once copied EL L. Menc-
ken's disdain for the masses, now turned in the penitential
mood of a Maundy Thursday to laving their feet and poul-
ticing the bruises of oppression.* What Robert Frost termed
"the tenderer than thou" school convened. A number of su-
perficial, rather patronizing books addressed the lives of the
* Mencken, whom P. W. Slosson, The Great Crusade and After (A History
of American Life, XII), 421, rightly called the "dominant figure in American
criticism" in the preceding period, was left stranded by the changing Zeitgeist.
From the editorial tower of the Baltimore Sun he took pot shots at "Dr." Roose-
velt and the New Deal, thus proving faithful to his essential toryism, which had
once passed almost for radicalism when he was assailing the bourgeoisie. More
benignly, he continued to overhaul his monumental The American Language
(4th revision, N. Y., 1936) and write mellow remembrances of things past in
Happy Days (N. Y., 1940) and Newspaper Dags (N. Y.t 1941).

